
2018 CHEVY
SILVERADO
TRANS COOLER

RELOCATION

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

*PLEASE READ 
THROUGH THE 
INSTRUCTIONS 

BEFORE BEGINNING 
ANY PART OF THE 

INSTALLATION 
PROCESS*

You will begin by removing all twelve (12) of the small 
plastic clips that hold the grille shroud on.
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WEB INSTALL LINK: 
http://lodoffroad.com/assets/pdfs/CTC1801.pdf 



Remove the four (4) bolts on top of the grille. You will need a 10mm socket for this.

Once all of the fasteners are removed, gently pull on the grille, starting with the corners. 
You can look/reach down into the opening behind the grille to help push any stuck 

fasteners.
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You will need to remove a brace on both the passenger and the driver sides. It is 
attached with three (3) bolts, indicated by the white arrows.

Unplug the sensor harness. Pull the red tab in the direction indicated by the red arrow, 
then push down with your thumb, and you should be able to pull the plugs apart as 

shown with the white arrow.
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Remove the four bolts on the face of each mount, indicated by the arrows. Also remove 
the factory tow points (one horizontal bolt+nut, and a bolt underneath).

Attach the LoD bumper mounts via the four front bolts, and also the two horizontally 
placed bolts (shown on the right with white arrows.)
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Remove the top bolts. After you move the transmission cooler, you can place them back 
into the holes.

Release the bottom snaps and remove the transmission cooler upward. You can remove 
the plastic undertray.
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Have a rag handy. We used one wrench to keep the cooler still and another to undo the 
transmission line.

Temporarily remove the 10mm bolts so you can attach the provided L bracket.
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Slide the L bracket under the cooler line mount, and bolt it in using the factory bolt you 
removed earlier.

Attach the other bracket. The mount holes are slotted, for vertical adjustment.
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Attach the top mount tabs with provided (1/4” x 20) bolts, nuts, and washers.

When installed, the relocation tabs should look something like this.
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Before proceeding further, 
remove the transmission cooler 
and cut the fins off the back as 

shown.

Attach the hose fittings to the cooler. 
See the next step for proper attachment.

Trim the fins on the transmission cooler so they do not interfere with your radiator.
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Be sure to re-attach the hoses to the same port they were originally plugged into.

( Make sure you tuck the hoses in as shown in the next step. )

Rotate fittings so hoses sit behind 
the transmission cooler, for better 

fitment.
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You can tuck the hoses away behind the mounts and support brackets, just make sure they do 
not get pinched.

Attach the bottom snap mounts first.
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Then attach the top with the provided bolts.

The longer line can sit on top 
of the winch, or you can tuck 
it under the top surface of the 
bumper, as shown in the next 

couple of steps.
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The longer line can be tucked out of the way, under the top surface of the bumper. Or you 
can simply leave it on top of the winch

When placing the bumper onto the mounts, you may have to hold the longer line up out of 
the way.
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The relocation should now be complete. You may proceed with your bumper installation.

Once it is tucked, it should be out of the way of the winch.
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